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Janet!B.!Parks,!Distinguished!Teaching!Professor!Emeritus!
School!of!Human!Movement,!Sport,!and!Leisure!Studies!
An#Overview#of#the#Evolution#of#Bowling#Green#State#University##
Athletics#Programs:#1941@2015#
!This%report%was%prepared%at%the%request%of%Christopher%C.%Hughes,%BGSU%Senior%Associate%Athletic%Director.%The%purpose%was%to%fill%two%voids%in%the%story%of%the%evolution%of%BGSU%men’s%and%women’s%athletics%programs.%%%First,%the%history%of%the%long%and%close%relationship%between%the%health%&%physical%education%departments%and%athletics%had%never%before%been%recorded.%That%relationship%is%chronicled%in%the%first%section%of%this%report.%%Another%void%existed%in%the%understanding%of%the%history%of%BGSU%women’s%athletics.%Ann%Bowers,%Addie%Hostetler%Muti,%and%Janet%Parks%conducted%extensive%research%about%the%women’s%programs%and%published%their%findings%in%Forward'Falcons%(2010,%Lulu.com%Publishing).%The%second%and%third%sections%of%this%report%contain%information%from%Forward'
Falcons%and%other%sources%about%varsity%letters,%“club”%teams,%the%four%BGSU%women’s%heritage%sports,%and%eight%of%the%nine%contemporary%sports%offered%at%BGSU.%%Information%in%this%report%will%be%useful%to%personnel%in%the%Athletics%Department,%Marketing%and%Communication,%University%Advancement,%Alumni%Affairs,%Student%Affairs,%Admissions,%and%many%other%University%entities.%%%%%%%%
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Relationships!between!BGSU!Health!and!Physical!Education!Departments!!
and!!
BGSU!Athletics!Programs!
6""" "
7""" "
!
Timeline!Relationships"between"Health"and"Physical"Education"and"Intercollegiate"Athletics"at"BGSU"have"been"through"a"variety"of"iterations;"consequently,"the"story"can"become"complicated."A"timeline"of"events"might"be"helpful"in"unraveling"the"details.""Prior"to"1941—men’s"and"women’s"health"and"physical"education"departments"were"separate"units;"coaches"of"men’s"intercollegiate"teams"were"faculty"members"in"men’s"HPE;"there"were"no"intercollegiate"teams"for"women""1941—the"men’s"and"women’s"physical"education"departments"merged"into"a"Department"of"Health"and"Physical"Education"(HPE)"that"contained"two"divisions—one"for"men"and"one"for"women;"coaches"of"men’s"intercollegiate"teams"were"Men’s"HPE"faculty"members;"as"women’s"intercollegiate"teams"became"established"several"years"later,"they"were"coached"by"Women’s"HPE"faculty"members"(see"Letter%to%the%Editor"on"p."44)""1953—BGSU"men’s"athletics"teams"joined"the"MidDAmerican"Conference"(B5G%News,"July"23,"1953,"p."5)""1970—the"Department"of"Health"and"Physical"Education"(HPE)"separated"into"two"units"that"were"generally,"but"not"exclusively,"segregated"by"gender"(HPE"for"men"and"PER"for"women);"all"intercollegiate"team"coaches"were"faculty"members"in"either"HPE"or"PER""1971—BGSU"joined"the"Association"for"Intercollegiate"Athletics"for"Women"(AIAW),"which"sponsored"a"variety"of"regional"and"national"competitions"through"1982"(see"Forward%Falcons,"pp."ix,"82,"83,"95,"99);"the"AIAW"was"the"women’s"counterpart"to"the"NCAA;"women’s"teams"qualifying"for"regional"and"national"AIAW"competitions"was"as"prestigious"as"men’s"teams"qualifying"for"similar"NCAA"events""1976—the"women’s"and"men’s"intercollegiate"athletics"programs"merged;"the"relationships"between"HPE/PER"and"Athletics"began"to"transition;"all"coaches"of"women’s"intercollegiate"teams"and"some"coaches"of"men’s"teams"(e.g.,"Don"Nehlen,"head"football"coach,"1968D1976)"were"faculty"members;"some"coaches"of"men’s"teams"had"contracts"exclusively"with"Athletics""1978—Kathy"Bole"was"the"first"fullDtime,"female"coach"(softball"and"women’s"basketball)"hired"exclusively"by"the"Athletics"Department"(1979"Key,"p."161);"some"coaches"of"men’s"teams"were"also"under"contract"to"Athletics;"other"coaches"of"both"women’s"and"men’s"teams"remained"on"faculty"contracts"with"a"percentage"of"their"teaching"assignments"allocated"to"coaching""1979—HPE"and"PER"merged"into"the"School"of"HPER"(now"HMSLS);"with"only"a"few"exceptions,"intercollegiate"coaches"were"under"contract"to"the"Department"of"Athletics;"coaches"who"wished"to"be"adjunct"faculty"members"could"apply"to"the"unit"in"which"their"skills"and"expertise"rendered"them"qualified"(e.g.,"physical"education,"sport"management);"their"teaching"responsibilities"were"characterized"as"“overloads,”"and"they"were"compensated"according"to"a"University"formula""1980—BGSU"women’s"athletics"teams"joined"the"MidDAmerican"Conference"(BG%News,"June"3,"1981,"p."5)"
8""" ""
Men’s!HPE,!Women’s!HPE,!and!Athletics!Prior"to"1941,"BGSU"had"two"departments"of"Health"and"Physical"Education,"a"women’s"department"and"a"men’s"department."As"shown"in"the"Bee%Gee%News"articles"and"photographs"in"the"1966"Key"that"follow,"those"departments"merged"in"1941,"forming"one"Department"of"Health"and"Physical"Education"(HPE)"with"two"divisions"—Men’s"HPE"and"Women’s"HPE."Intercollegiate"coaches,"all"of"whom"were"men"at"the"time,"were"members"of"the"Men’s"HPE"faculty."As"women’s"intercollegiate"teams"became"established"several"years"later,"Women’s"HPE"faculty"members"were"the"coaches."This"structure"remained"in"place"until"1970." ""
"""""""""" """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""Bee%Gee%News,"Jan."22,"1941,"p."3"
9""" """"
!
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Bee%Gee%News,"May"14,"1941,"p."1""" "
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1966!Key,!p.!58""
"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
Note:"D."“Pevvy”"in"row"three"is"Doyt"L."Perry,"who"was"head"football"coach"from"1955"to"1965"and"Athletics"Director"from"1965"through"1970.""""""""""
11""" """"""
""
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1966!Key,!p.!59!""
" "
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12""" "
MHPE/WHPE!Separation!and!Reunion!In"1970,"the"men’s"and"women’s"divisions"again"separated"into"two"departments—the"Health"and"Physical"Education"Department"(primarily"men)"and"the"Physical"Education"and"Recreation"Department"(primarily"women).""
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BG!News,!Sept.!25,!1970,!p.!4! "In"1979,"the"two"departments"merged"once"again"to"form"the"School"of"Health,"Physical"Education,"and"Recreation"(HPER)."Today,"the"unit"is"titled"School"of"Human"Movement,"Sport,"and"Leisure"Studies"(HMSLS)."NB:%In%the%article%above,%“Mrs.”%Annie%Clement%was%
actually%Dr.%Annie%Clement.%
"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BG!News,!March!9,!1979,!p.!1!
!
13""" "
Contractual!Agreements!While"women’s"and"men’s"athletics"were"associated"with"their"respective"health"and"physical"education"department,"coaches"were"on"either"fulltime"faculty"contracts"or"joint"faculty/athletics"contracts."Even"Doyt"Perry,"the"legendary"football"coach"(1955D1965)"and"AD"(1965D1970),"was"a"member"of"the"men’s"HPE"faculty."As"late"as"1978D79,"Athletics"Director,"Dr."Richard"Young,"had"a"joint"contract"with"Athletics"and"the"College"of"Education."The"contract"identified"him"as"“Athletic"Director,"Associate"Professor"[tenured]”"(BGSU"Center"for"Archival"Collections)."In"August"of"1978,"Young"took"a"job"as"AD"at"Oklahoma"State,"and"Jim"Lessig"was"selected"as"Bowling"Green’s"AD."Lessig"(1978D1982)"was"the"first"AD"to"be"hired"exclusively"on"an"Athletics"contract."In"1978,"Kathy"Bole"was"the"first"fullDtime,"female"coach"(softball"and"women’s"basketball)"hired"exclusively"by"the"Athletics"Department"(1979"Key,"p."161).""
"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BG!News,!April!2,!1971,!p.!1!
!
"Sometime"after"1979,"the"majority"of"athletics"administrators"and"coaches"began"to"receive"contracts"that"were"exclusively"with"Athletics."The"only"faculty"members"who"continued"to"have"joint"appointments"were"several"coaches"whose"primary"assignments"were"teaching."These"individuals"had"already"been"coaching"at"BGSU"prior"to"1979"and"were"allocated"a"percentage"of"time"for"coaching"(e.g.,"25%)"in"their"teaching"assignments."Currently,"no"HMSLS"faculty"members"hold"joint"contracts"with"the"Athletics"Department."
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Common!Misconceptions!
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Varsity!Letters"Although"conventional"wisdom"suggests"that"BGSU"female"athletes"did"not"earn"varsity"letters"prior"to"the"1976"merger"of"the"women’s"and"men’s"athletics"programs,"history"reveals"a"different"story."As"early"as"1928,"the"women"athletes"received"emblems"associated"with"their"intramural"sports"teams."The"emblems"were"on"several"levels"and"depended"on"the"number"of"points"each"woman"accumulated"in"sports."The"first"emblem"was"a"“W."A."A.,”"which"was"“regarded"as"the"same"as"the"varsity"B."G."awarded"to"men”"(BG%News,"April"20,"1928,"p."13)."The"nextDtoDhighest"level"for"women"was"the"B."G."sweater"(see"below)."In"1949,"the"women"athletes"voted"to"stop"awarding"sweaters"but"continued"to"award"medals"and"letters"(Bee%Gee%News,"March"16,"1949,"p."3)."I"have"been"unable"to"discover"when"they"stopped"awarding"medals"and"letters"in"intramurals"or"why"athletes"on"the"intercollegiate"teams"that"developed"in"the"1960s"did"not"receive"letters."I"suspect"it"was"a"philosophy"that"valued"participation"over"extrinsic"motivation,"a"position"that"was"widely"held"among"female"physical"educators"and"athletes"of"that"time.""
""""1930%Key% %
"""
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
1938%Key%
%In"February"of"2005,"the"Athletics"Department"invited"approximately"800"preDmerger"female"athletes"to"return"to"campus"to"receive"their"varsity"letters."At"the"close"of"the"awards"ceremony"in"which"letters"were"awarded"to"more"than"200"women,"Athletics"Director"Paul"Krebs"made"the"following"statement:"“Welcome%
to%the%Varsity%BG%Club.%It’s%only%fitting%that%we%
recognize%you.%You%are%a%great%part%of%our%
tradition,%a%great%part%of%our%history,%and%you%are%
now%officially%recognized%as%members%of%the%
Varsity%BG”"(WBGU"video—Falcon%Women’s%
Athletics:%191051970—The%Leadership%Years—91:10D91:30)."""
Sports!Clubs"
18""" "In"1976,"the"men’s"and"women’s"intercollegiate"athletics"programs"merged"under"the"auspices"of"the"Athletics"Department."PreDmerger"women’s"teams"have"sometimes"been"characterized"as"“club”"teams,"presumably"because"they"were"not"affiliated"with"the"higherDprofile"men’s"athletic"program."As"noted"previously,"however,"the"women’s"and"men’s"athletics"programs"were"separate"in"structure"and"different"in"philosophy,"but"they"were"parallel"in"that"both!programs!fielded!intercollegiate!teams!that!represented!Bowling!
Green!State!University."The"women’s"teams,"therefore,"are"entitled"to"be"identified"as"
intercollegiate.""The"distinction"between"club"teams"and"intercollegiate"teams"is"important."For"many"decades,"BGSU"has"fielded"sports"clubs"under"structures"other"than"the"physical"education"departments"or"the"department"of"athletics."Examples"are"the"women’s"bowling"clubs"that"were"sponsored"by"the"University"Union"(see%images%below)%and%the"figure"skating"clubs"sponsored"by"the"Ice"Arena."These"teams"were"not"part"of"either"the"women’s"or"men’s"intercollegiate"programs,"and"the"team"members"did"not"receive"varsity"letters."Consequently,"they"are"rightly"called"“club”"teams.""Today,"the"Office"of"Student"Affairs"sponsors"a"variety"of"sports"clubs,"such"as"bowling,"baseball,"and"men’s"rugby."Like"the"clubs"that"were"offered"by"the"Union"and"the"Ice"Arena"in"the"past,"these"teams"do"not"fall"under"an"“athletics"department,”"and"the"participants"do"not"earn"school"letters."
" """""""""""""""""""""""""""" "
!!!!!!!B=G!News,!January!12,!1965,!p.!3! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!B=G!News,!March!17,!1966,!p.!4!
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" 23"
!
Historical!Context!and!Suggestions!After"the"1976"merger"of"the"two"athletics"programs,"the"sports"information"personnel"were"conscientious"about"writing"the"women’s"teams’"guides."Those"of"us"who"were"coaching"at"the"time"had"a"good"deal"of"sympathy"for"these"individuals"because"they"were"given"the"responsibility"for"an"additional"10"teams,"but"they"were"not"given"additional"money"or"human"resources"to"accommodate"the"additional"work."Another"factor"complicated"writing"the"guides"for"the"women’s"teams."When"we"merged,"we"sent"a"lot"of"files"to"the"offices"in"the"football"stadium."Unfortunately,"these"files"and"other"materials"were"destroyed"when"the"storage"space"under"the"bleachers"flooded."So,"the"sports"information"personnel"did"the"best"they"could"under"lessDthanDideal"circumstances."""Today,"a"dearth"of"information"about"BGSU"women’s"athletics"is"no"longer"a"problem."Ann"Bowers,"Addie"Hostetler"Muti,"and"I"conducted"extensive"research"about"the"women’s"programs"and"published"our"findings"in"Forward%Falcons"(2010,"Lulu.com"Publishing)."Information"in"Forward%Falcons"could"guide"the"sports"communication"personnel"in"writing"the"team"history"sections"of"the"women’s"media"guides."""On"the"following"pages,"you"will"find"information"about"the"four"BGSU"women’s"heritage"sports"and"eight"of"the"nine"contemporary"sports"offered"at"BGSU."The"information,"all"of"which"was"gleaned"from"Forward%Falcons,"includes"“start"dates,”"coaches,"and"historical"highlights."The!names!of!the!coaches!and!the!years!in!which!the!teams!became!
intercollegiate!(i.e.,!varsity)!are!those!that!are!documented!in!University!publications!
such!the!BG!News!or!the!Key!or!through!personal!communication!with!the!coaches!of!
the!inaugural!teams.!When!introducing!new!coaches!as!the!“#th”!coach!in!program!
history,!it!would!be!accurate!to!count!from!the!first!coach!listed!for!the!teams!in!this!
overview!and!in!Forward!Falcons.!!"I"am"not"suggesting"that"all"of"this"information"be"incorporated"into"the"media"guides."I"am"hopeful"that"the"information"will"provide"a"view"of"BGSU"women’s"athletics"that"will"be"infused"into"current"administrators’,"coaches’,"and"athletes’"understanding"of"the"historical"record"of"women’s"sports"at"BGSU."Some"of"the"information"could"be"used"as"historical"backdrop"in"stories"about"contemporary"athletes,"coaches,"and"teams."It"could"also"be"used"in"any"future"“quizzes”"about"BGSU"sports"history,"such"as"the"one"that"was"created"in"conjunction"with"the"2014"Athletics"Legacy"event.""
Special!alert:"For"many"decades,"numerous"trophies"from"BGSU"women’s"athletics"exploits"were"stored"in"a"large"display"case"in"the"Women’s"Building"(now"Eppler"North)."During"the"renovation"of"Eppler"Complex"in"the"early"1990s,"the"trophies"were"moved"to"an"unknown"location."Some"of"us"have"searched"for"them,"but"to"no"avail."If"they"are"ever"found,"the"inscriptions"on"them"will"shed"additional"light"on"the"history"of"BGSU"women’s"athletics."
" 24"
""
" 25"
Heritage!Sports"
Swan!Club/Synchronized!Swimming!(women)—1939?1946!(club);!1946?1978!
(varsity,!coed);!1979!(club)!
! !
! Coaches:"Jean"Drake"Hendrickson"(1939D1941);"Gertrude"Eppler"(1941D1945);"Iris"Andrews"(1945D1976);"Jean"Bailey"Campbell"(1976D1978);"Sandy"Cox"(1978D1979)""
! Historical!highlights!" “Swan"Club"was"initiated"in"December"of"1939,"when"Jean"Drake"invited"32"students"from"her"swimming"classes"‘to"practice"water"formations"for"a"swim"pageant,"as"part"of"the"[natatorium]"dedication"program’"(Bee%Gee%News,"Dec."6,"1939,"p."4)”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."209).""" “As"the"1946"Key"reported,"‘The%club%took%on%a%competitive%aspect%this%year%and%vied%its%
form%and%speed%with%that%of%clubs%from%other%campuses.’"(p."161)."Many"years"later,"Coach"Jean"Campbell"explained"the"difference"between"show"swimming"and"competitive"synchronized"swimming:"‘Competitive%synchronized%has%no%relation%to%show%
swimming…What%is%involved%is%the%performing%of%figures,%similar%to%figure%skating.%Scoring%
is%done%similarly%to%that%done%in%diving’"(BG%News,"January"7,"1977,"p."6)”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."217).""" “At"a"1952"meet"at"the"University"of"Illinois,"for"example,"BG"Swans"won"two"second"places"and"a"fourth"place"against"125"competitors"representing"13"Midwestern"colleges"and"universities"(B5G%News,"March"7,"1952)."They"were"similarly"successful"in"several"international"competitions"held"at"the"University"of"Western"Ontario"(B5G%News,"Nov."16,"1956)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."217).""" “Between"1951"and"1971,"Andrews"made"the"Swan"Club"a"known"power"by"capturing"an"amazing"20"consecutive"Midwest"team"championships"(BGSU"Press"Release)….Andrews"explained:"‘We%have%performed%all%over%the%East%and%the%Midwest%at%
invitational%meets%of%the%best%synchronized%swim%clubs%in%the%country.%We%have%always%
placed%in%the%top%three%at%the%meets%and%have%held%many%firsts…Our%university%has%a%
reputation%as%one%of%the%outstanding%colleges%in%the%country%for%women’s%synchronized%
swimming’"(BG%News,"Feb."24,"1971,"p."5)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."218).""" “In"addition"to"taking"first"place"at"the"MAC"and"Western"Michigan"Invitationals,"the"Falcon"“A”"team"also"won"the"championship"in"their"division"at"the"state"meet,"where"Connie"Cooper"won"the"state"solo"title,"and"placed"third"in"the"Midwest"Regionals"(BG%
News,"April"13,"1978)."In"the"year’s"culminating"event,"they"captured"6th"place"among"the"21"teams"at"the"AIAW"meet,"where"Cooper,"Marilyn"Humphrey,"Margo"Humphrey,"and"Mary"Heitman"won"AllDAmerican"Honorable"Mention"honors"(BG%News,"April"18,"1978)”"(Forward%Falcons,"pp."222D223).""" “After"the"1978"season,"synchronized"swimming"was"dropped"as"a"varsity"sport,"and"the"Swans"began"to"function"as"a"club"team"under"the"leadership"of"assistant"swim"coach"Sandy"Cox."In"the"1979"AIAW"National"Synchronized"Swimming"Championships,"Margo"Humphrey"and"Kris"Humphries"were"named"AllDAmericans"as"they"led"Bowling"Green"to"a"second"consecutive"6th"place"finish”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."223).""
" 26"
Fencing!(women)—1945!(club);!1970?1978!(varsity,!coed)!
! !
! Coaches:"Iris"Andrews"(1945D1969);"Ken"Mitchell"(1969D1971);"Beverly"Zanger"(1969D1978)!"
! Historical!highlights!" “In"1945,"Iris"Andrews"organized"the"first"fencing"club"on"the"BGSU"campus,"and"the"members"competed"against"Ohio"State"and"the"University"of"Michigan"(Iris"Andrews,"March"31,"1988)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."137).""" “In"January"1969,"a"coed"fencing"club"was"formally"organized"with"support"from"the"Health"and"Physical"Education"Department."Fencing"course"instructors"were"WHPE"faculty"member"Beverly"Zanger"and"graduate"student"and"former"Ohio"State"letterDwinning"fencer,"Kenneth"Mitchell."It"was"their"intent"to"expand"the"sport"from"club"to"intercollegiate"competition”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."137)."Intercollegiate"matches"were"held"in"December"of"1970"(Forward%Falcons,"p."138).""" “After"losing"the"first"four"matches"of"the"1976"schedule,"‘the%BG%women%then%made%a%
spectacular%comeback%effort%as%they%won%their%next%four%matches,%blitzing%Windsor,%1650;%
dumping%Cleveland%State,%1353;%slipping%past%Notre%Dame,%957;%and%pasting%Kent%State%
University,%1452’"(Key,"1976,"p."158)."Zanger"characterized"the"women’s"victory"over"Notre"Dame"as"‘the%highlight%of%the%meet’"(BG%News,"February"19,"1976,"p."8)”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."141)"
!
!
Field!Hockey—1950?1982!(varsity)!
! !
! Coaches:"Dorothy"Fornia"(1950D1953);"Debbie"DeBottaro"(1953D1954);"Dorothy"Luedtke"(1954D1963);"Patricia"Peterson"(1963D1965);"Joy"Sidwell"(1965D1968);"Carol"Durentini"(1968D1976);"Sue"Gavron"(1976D1978);"Pat"Brett"(1978D1982)"!"
! Historical!highlights"" “A"Falcon"field"hockey"club"was"organized"in"1950,"when"a"team"went"to"the"Great"Lakes"Sectional"Hockey"Tournament"in"Bloomfield"Hills,"MI"(Bee%Gee%News,"November"7,"1950,"p."4)."Dorothy"Luedtke"explained"the"impetus"behind"forming"the"club:"‘…we"called"it"a"club,"but"actually"it"was"a"team’"(March"31,"1988)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."144).""" In"1952"“…the"Falcons"won"the"Buckeye"Field"Hockey"Tournament"held"at"Denison"University."As"a"result"of"their"performance"in"the"tournament,"Nancy"Terry,"Patricia"Daugert,"Jo"Case,"Betty"Thomas,"and"Sue"Carlisle"were"selected"for"the"Buckeye"I"team."Selections"for"the"Buckeye"II"team"were"Mary"Pollock,"Mary"Lou"Kieffer,"and"Barbara"Brown."At"the"Great"Lakes"Tournament"held"later"in"the"season,"Terry,"Daugert,"Case,"and"Thomas"were"selected"to"represent"the"University"in"the"National"Field"Hockey"Tournament"held"at"Sweet"Briar"College"in"Virginia"(B5G%News,"November"25,"1952;"Key,"1953,"p."91)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."147).""" “During"the"1970s,"several"Falcon"stickers"were"recognized"as"standouts."In"1972D73,"Cindy"Hubbard"and"Cindy"Williman"were"named"to"the"allDOhio"team,"and"in"1973"Lorraine"Procacci,"Karla"Ewald,"and"Karen"Williams"were"selected"for"the"Buckeye"II"team."The"following"year,"Ginny"McGee,"who"had"played"hockey"and"lacrosse"in"
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Pennsylvania"before"coming"to"BG,"was"also"tapped"for"the"Buckeye"II"team”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."148)."
!
!
Lacrosse—1971!(spring,!club);!1971?1981!(varsity)!
! Coaches:"Annella"Petkovich"(1970D"1971);"Carol"Durentini"(1971D1977);"Mickey"Cochrane"(1977D1978);"Carol"Durentini"(1978D1981)""" Historical!highlights!" “In"the"fall"of"1970,"HPER"graduate"assistant"Annella"Petkovich,"approached"Sue"Hager"about"starting"a"women’s"lacrosse"team"in"the"following"spring.“"Durentini"added,"“I"assisted"Annella"that"first"year"and"went"to"a"lacrosse"camp"in"the"Poconos"that"summer’"(February,"13,"2011)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."177)."""" “In"an"interesting"approach"to"skill"development,"the"women’s"and"men’s"teams"would"occasionally"scrimmage"against"each"other"to"help"the"men"focus"on"their"footwork"and"stickDchecking"skills"rather"than"on"body"checking”"(Forward%Falcons,"pp."177D178).""" “The"lacrosse"team"finished"the"1973"season"with"a"7D1"mark,"which"included"a"13D1"rout"of"a"team"composed"of"players"from"various"Midwest"schools."Throughout"the"rest"of"the"1970s,"the"lacrosse"team"continued"its"winning"ways,"sporting"a"32D9"record"from"1973"through"1976."The"prowess"of"BG"players"was"acknowledged"regionally"as"Falcons"were"consistently"among"those"selected"to"play"on"Midwest"I"and"II"teams"in"U.S."Women’s"Lacrosse"Association"(USWLA)"national"tournaments”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."178).""" “At"the"1975"Midwest"Women’s"Lacrosse"Association"(MWLA)"Tournament,"Durentini’s"coaching"peers"selected"her"to"coach"the"Midwest"I"lacrosse"team"in"the"USWLA"national"tournament"at"Dickinson"College"in"Carlisle,"PA”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."178).""" “In"1976,"the"club"had"a"12D2"record,"the"best"in"its"history,"and"they"also"performed"well"in"the"MWLA"Tournament"at"Earlham"College."During"the"season"they"defeated"traditional"powerhouses"such"as"Oberlin,"Wittenberg,"and"Wooster."As"a"fitting"conclusion"to"her"lacrosse"career,"senior"Ginny"McGee"was"named"to"the"Midwest"AllDStar"team"for"the"fourth"straight"year”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."178).
""
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"""
Contemporary!Sports!
!" Basketball—1962""Cross"Country—1976""Golf—1958""Gymnastics—1965""Soccer" (1997;" not" in" Forward%
Falcons)"""
Softball—1965""Swimming/Diving—1948""Tennis—1951""Track"&"Field—1965""Volleyball—1965""""" "
""
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Basketball"
First!team:"Media"Guide—1973D74;"Forward%Falcons—1953"(Club);"1962"(varsity)""
! Omitted!coaches:"Dorothy"Luedtke"(1962D1966);"Patricia"Peterson"(1966D1971);"Sue"Hager"(1971D1976)""
! p.!121!revision—Two"women’s"basketball"coaches"are"in"the"BGSU"Athletics"Hall"of"Fame—the"first"coach,"Dorothy"Luedtke"(1962D1966),"who"graduated"from"BGSU"in"1947"and"was"inducted"1985;"she"coached"various"sports"at"BGSU"for"33"years;"and"Fran"Voll"(1984D1991),"who"graduated"from"BGSU"in"1968"and"was"inducted"in"2002.""
! Historical!highlights!
"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BGSU!Key,!1963,!p.!197!
!" “During"the"1960s,"BGSU"fielded"two"basketball"teams,"the"“A”"(varsity)"team"and"the"“B”"(junior"varsity)"team."In"March"1965,"Coach"Luedtke’s"“A”"team,"having"experienced"only"one"loss"in"two"years,"defeated"Ohio"State"University"by"a"score"of"33D30"(B5G%News,"March"2,"1965,"p."3)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."116).""" “During"Hager’s"tenure"as"coach,"her"players"invented"Frieda"Falcon,"who"performed"at"their"home"games”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."116).""" “National"rules"changes"in"the"1960s"and"1970s"included"the"addition"of"a"rover"in"1962,"the"switch"from"a"3Ddribble"limit"to"the"continuous"dribble"in"1966,"and"the"emergence"of"the"fullDcourt"game"in"1971”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."122"[Note—the%NCAA%introduced%the%smaller%
ball%in%1984]).""" “On"January"26,"1974,"the"first"women’s"intercollegiate"basketball"game"was"broadcast"on"WFAL”"(Key,"1974,"p."172;"Forward%Falcons,"p."122).""" “Hager"experienced"one"of"the"most"memorable"moments"of"her"coaching"career"on"Jan."18,"1975,"when"the"Falcons"defeated"Ohio"State"by"a"score"of"56D50"in"a"game"played"before"hundreds"of"cheering"fans"in"Anderson"Arena"(2009D2010"Media"Guide)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."123).""" “By"1982,"women’s"basketball"had"been"incorporated"into"the"MidDAmerican"Conference,"and"the"BG"program"had"grown"from"a"19Dgame"season"to"a"30Dgame"schedule."Chris"Tuttle"and"Melissa"Chase"became"the"first"and"second"players,"respectively,"in"the"history"of"BG"women’s"basketball"to"score"over"1,000"points"in"their"careers."A"noteworthy"observation"is"that"they"accomplished"this"feat"with"the"larger"basketball"and"without"the"3Dpoint"line”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."129)."""""
""
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"
Cross!Country!
First!team:"Media"Guide—1976;"Forward%Falcons—1976"(varsity)""
! Omitted!coaches:"David"Williams"(1976D1978);"other"than"in"record"lists,"no"previous"coaches"are"mentioned"in"the"media"guide""
! Historical!highlights!" In"1976,"under"Coach"David"Williams,"“…the"Falcon"harriers"finished"their"first"season"placing"a"respectable"21st"out"of"74"teams"at"the"AUAW"national"in"Madison,"WI”"(Forward%
Falcons),"p."131.""" In"1978,"under"Coach"Sid"Sink,"“…they"won"the"Falcon"Invitational"and"garnered"a"13th"place"finish"in"the"MAIAW"Regionals"(BG%News,"June"1,"1979,"p."18)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."132)."""" In"1979,"“Senior"Becky"Dodson,"owner"of"several"records,"won"allDregion"honors"and"advanced"to"the"AIAW"Nationals"(2009"Media"Guide)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."132)."""" “In"1980,"Bowling"Green"won"the"inaugural"women’s"MidDAmerican"Conference"cross"country"meet,"with"Betsy"(Miller)"Ryan"winning"the"individual"title."Falcons"Ryan,"Stephanie"Eaton,"Karen"McQuilken,"Terri"Gindlesberger,"Bev"Lynch,"and"Kathy"Kaczor"were"named"to"the"AllDMAC"team"(2009"Media"Guide)."At"Midwest"Regionals"the"following"week,"the"BG"harriers"captured"sixth"place,"and"Ryan"earned"a"place"on"the"AllDRegion"team”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."132).""" In"1981,"JoAnn"Lanciaux"“won"the"individual"MAC"title…Lanciaux,"Kaczor,"Gidget"Wickham"Gindlesberger,"Lynch,"Rosalie"Cocita,"and"Sandra"Cook"won"AllDMAC"honors."At"the"regional"meet"in"East"Lansing,"Michigan,"Lanciaux"qualified"for"the"NCAA"nationals"in"Wichita,"Kansas"(BG%News,"Nov."20,"1981)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."135).""" “In"1982,"the"Falcon"harriers"had"a"7D1"dual"meet"record"and"won"the"MAC"Championship"for"the"third"straight"year"(1983"Media"Guide)."Lanciaux"once"again"won"the"individual"MAC"title."She"repeated"on"the"All"MAC"team"along"with"teammates"Cathy"Schenkel,"Kaczor,"and"Cocita."Lanciaux"also"repeated"as"a"member"of"the"AllDRegion"team"(1985"Media"Guide)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."135).""""""""""""" "
!
""
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Golf!The"2010D2011"Golf"media"guide"includes"an"excerpt"from"Forward%Falcons."Using"the"same"approach"for"the"other"women’s"media"guides"is"an"idea"worth"exploring."
!
First!team:"Media"Guide—1958;"Forward%Falcons—1958"(varsity)""
! Omitted!coaches:"None;"source"of"first"team"date—Dr."Agnes"Hooley’s"curriculum"vitae""
! Table!of!Contents:"“Bowling"Green"Lady"Golfers"….."pp."21D42”—This"is"the"Women’s"Golf"Media"Guide,"so"there"no"need"to"identify"the"gender."Plus,"although"the"term"“Lady"Falcon"Invitational”"was"invented"by"my"good"friend"A.J."Bonar"in"1981"and"was"used"for"several"years,"it"was"always"inappropriate;"please"do"not"let"“Lady"Falcons”"creep"into"our"official"verbiage,"with"which"I’m"sure"you"are"very"familiar"(http://www.bgsu.edu/content/dam/BGSU/marketingDandDcommunication/documents/graphicDstandardsDmanual/intercollegiateDathleticsDlogos.pdf).""
! Historical!highlights!" “Shirley"Spork,"a"founding"member"of"the"Ladies"Professional"Golf"Association"(LPGA),"accepted"a"teaching"position"at"BGSU"in"1950."The"following"year,"she"organized"a"women’s"golf"match"in"which"BG"golfers"competed"against"Peggy"Kirk’s"[Bell]"golfers"from"Findlay"College."Shortly"thereafter,"Spork"left"BGSU"to"play"on"the"LPGA"tour"(Shirley"Spork,"March"4,"2010)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."61)."[personal%communication]""" “The"same"year"[1959],"in"a"WIADsponsored"Sports"Day"with"Eastern"Michigan,"Wooster,"and"Oberlin,"BG"golfers"captured"the"top"three"places"(B5G%News,"Nov."10,"1959)”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."159).""" “In"1965"and"1966,"the"women’s"physical"education"department,"in"cooperation"with"the"LPGA,"sponsored"National"Golf"Schools."Spork,"by"then"a"regular"on"the"LPGA"tour,"and"Penny"Boussoulas,"physical"education"instructor"and"coach"of"the"BGSU"golf"team,"were"coDchairs"of"the"Schools”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."156)."""" “In"1972,"BG"won"the"team"championship"at"the"Ohio"Invitational"Tournament,"with"Falcon"Sue"Barkhurst"winning"medalist"honors"(BG%News,"May"17,"1972)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."160).""" “The"BG"golfers"repeated"the"state"title"in"1973,"and"Jill"Wilhelm"[McGee]"played"in"the"AIAW"national"tournament"at"the"University"of"Georgia."The"Falcons"were"state"runnersDup"to"the"Buckeyes"in"the"1974"Ohio"Invitational,"which"was"held"in"conjunction"with"the"Falcon"Women’s"invitational"(BG%News,"May"22,"1974)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."160).""" “In"the"fall"of"1974,"the"Falcons"dethroned"Ohio"State"to"win"the"Ohio"Association"of"Intercollegiate"Sports"for"Women"(OAISW)"Tournament"on"the"BGSU"course"(BG%News,"Oct."18,"1974)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."160).""" """
""
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" In"1976,"Falcons"Peg"Gibbons"and"Karen"Parshall"qualified"for"the"AIAW"national"tournament"at"Michigan"State"(BG%News,"May"21,"1976)."Parshall"returned"to"AIAW"national"tournaments"in"1977"(Hawaii)"and"1978"(Haines"City,"FL)"(Forward"Falcons,"p."160).""
Clarification:"In"the"1979D1980"YearDbyDYear"results,"there"is"a"question"mark"by"the"nextDtoDlast"invitational,"in"which"BG"shot"699."We"called"this"tournament"the"“MAC"Invitational”"(even%
though%women’s%teams%weren’t%in%the%MAC)."In"1980,"it"was"on"April"25D26"in"Mt."Pleasant,"MI."I’ve"inserted"a"few"articles"below"for"evidence."It"appears"that"BG"and"CMU"were"the"only"MAC"teams"there,"so"it"might"be"more"accurate"to"call"it"the"“CMU"Invitational”"in"the"media"guide"(even%though%CMU%also%had%a%fall%tournament).""
"
BG!News,!April!11,!1980,!p.!6!"
""
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"
!!!!!!!!BG!News,!April!22,!1980,!p.!7—see!last!paragraph!"
!
BG!News,!April!30,!1980,!p.!7!"
"
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!Bowling!Green!Daily!Sentinel=Tribune,!April!28,!1980!
""
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Gymnastics!
First!team:"Media"Guide—1973"(implied);"Forward%Falcons—1965"(varsity)""
! Omitted!coaches:"Betty"Jean"Maycock"Roys"(1965D1970);"Coni"Hartley"Martin"(1970D1974)""
! Historical!highlights!" “In"the"fall"of"1965,"Betty"Jean"Maycock"came"to"BGSU"to"study"for"her"master’s"degree"and"to"start"a"gymnastics"club."Maycock"was"wellDprepared"for"this"assignment"as"she"had"participated"in"the"1959"Pan"American"Games"and"had"won"gold"medals"in"the"1960"Olympic"Games"in"Rome"as"well"as"in"the"1961"U.S"State"Department’s"Good"Will"Tour"of"Russia”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."167).""" “During"the"next"few"years,"the"Falcon"gymnasts"had"a"threeDpronged"approach—performing"as"a"club,"as"an"exhibition"group,"and"as"a"team."As"a"team,"they"competed"against"other"universities"such"as"Ohio"State,"Eastern"Michigan,"Kent"State,"and"Miami”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."167).""" “Later"that"year"[1971],"they"had"become"so"proficient"that"they"captured"second"place"in"the"Division"II"field"of"10"teams"in"the"1971"Midwest"Intercollegiate"Women’s"Gymnastics"Championships,"being"outpaced"only"by"the"University"of"Michigan."Falcon"Franny"Lowe"won"individual"championships"in"the"uneven"parallel"bars"and"floor"exercise"events"(BG%
News,"March"5,"1971)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."168).""" “Even"with"the"emphasis"on"participation,"improvement,"and"camaraderie"rather"than"victory,"they"captured"second"place"in"the"1972"Midwest"meet"(Class"II),"and"senior"Beth"Edwards"qualified"for"the"floor"exercise"competition"at"the"national"meet"sponsored"by"the"Division"for"Girls"and"Women’s"Sport"(DGWS)"(BG%News,"March"29,"1972)”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."168).""" “In"Simpson’s"first"season,"the"Falcons"had"a"6D2"regular"season"record"and"came"in"second"to"Kent"State"at"the"1975"Ohio"Association"of"Intercollegiate"Sports"for"Women"(OAISW)"meet"(Level"I)."The"highlight"of"the"state"meet"was"sophomore"Theresa"Hoover’s"championship"in"the"balance"beam”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."171).""" “In"1975D1976,"the"Falcons"again"came"in"second"in"the"OAISW"meet."They"placed"ahead"of"Ohio"State,"Youngstown"State,"and"Miami"but"lost"the"top"sport"to"their"nemesis"and"perennial"powerhouse,"Kent"State."The"Falcons’"strong"showing"qualified"them"for"the"MAIAW"at"WisconsinDEau"Claire…”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."171).""" “By"the"1976D77"season,"the"Falcon"gymnasts"had"completed"the"evolution"to"a"highly"competitive"team….The"gymnasts"finished"that"year"with"an"8D2"record,"and,"for"the"third"straight"year,"came"in"second"to"Kent"State"in"the"OAISW"meet”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."172).""" “The"Falcons"did"have"an"excellent"season"[1977578],"winning"14"of"their"15"regular"season"meets."Although"they"once"again"ranked"second"to"Kent"State"in"the"OAISW,"the"margin"of"difference"had"shrunk"from"15.45"points"in"1976"to"only"1.75"points"in"1978."Plus,"this"year"the"Falcons"could"brag"about"sophomore"Cheryl"Vasil’s"first"place"finish"in"vaulting!”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."172)."
""
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" In"1979D80,"“The"Falcons"were"up"to"the"challenge"as"they"had"an"undefeated"regular"season"(11D0D1)"and"placed"only"sevenDtenths"of"a"point"behind"champion"Ohio"State"in"the"OAISW"meet"(1980D81"Media"Guide)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."172).""" “In"1980D81,"Simpson’s"7th"season"with"the"team,"they"finished"2nd"to"perpetual"rival"Kent"State"in"the"inaugural"MAC"gymnastics"meet"and"3rd"in"the"final"OAISW"gymnastics"meet,"which"was"held"at"Miami"University."Individual"gymnasts"began"to"shine,"as"Mary"Anne"Kruppa"was"state"champion"in"floor"exercise,"and"Dawn"Boyle"and"Laurie"Garee"were"MAC"champions"in"vaulting"and"balance"beam,"respectively"(1981D82"Media"Guide)”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."175).""" “The"1981D82"Falcons"were"spectacular"as"they"stole"the"show"before"a"home"crowd"at"the"MAC"meet."They"not"only"won"the"championship,"but"they"also"took"three"of"the"five"individual"MAC"titles:"Laurie"Garee—allDaround"competition"and"uneven"bars"and"Dawn"Boyle—floor"exercise."Their"team"performance"gained"the"Falcons"a"bid"to"the"first"annual"NCAA"Northeast"Regional"Gymnastics"meet,"which"was"held"in"Pittsburgh"(1982D83"Media"Guide)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."175).""" “Charles"Simpson,"who"was"selected"MAC"gymnastics"coach"of"the"year"in"1983,"continued"coaching"the"gymnastics"team"until"his"retirement"from"BGSU"in"1996."In"2007,"he"was"inducted"into"the"BGSU"Athletics"Hall"of"Fame”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."175)."
""
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Softball!
First!team:"Media"Guide—1979;"Forward%Falcons—1965"(varsity)""
! Omitted!coaches:"Patricia"Peterson"(1965D1966);"Dolores"Black"(1966D1969);"Sue"Hager"(slow"pitch—1969D1971);"Janet"Donahue"(1971D1972);"sport"dropped;"Sally"Hattig"(fastDpitch"reinstated—1977D1978);"Kathy"Bole"(1978D1980);"Sandy"Haines"(1980D1982)""
! Correction:"p."11—first"sentence—Salsburg"is"actually"the"12th"head"coach"in"the"history"of"the"program."""
! Historical!highlights"" “The"first"extramural"softball"team"at"the"University"was"formed"in"1965,"when"Pat"Peterson,"who"was"playing"on"a"summer"league"faculty/student"softball"team,"responded"to"the"students’"request"for"a"team"(Interview,"2001)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."186).""" “In"1966."Coach"Peterson"took"the"helm"of"the"varsity"basketball"team,"and"Dolores"Black"began"to"coach"the"softball"team"in"the"fastpitch"version"of"the"game."Black"was"instrumental"in"persuading"the"University"grounds"crew"to"build"a"softball"diamond,"complete"with"a"sand"infield"and"a"backstop,"at"the"corner"of"North"College"Drive"and"East"Reed"Street."In"Black’s"first"year,"the"Falcons"won"all"three"of"their"games,"a"highlight"being"a"22D7"defeat"of"Michigan"State"at"East"Lansing"(B5G%News,"May"17,"1966)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."186).""" “When"[Janet]"Donahue"left"Bowling"Green"after"the"1972"season,"the"softball"team"was"discontinued"because"no"one"on"the"faculty"was"available"to"coach"(Sue"Hager,"March"12,"2010)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."189).""" “In"1980,"Bole"vacated"her"softball"coaching"position"to"focus"on"coaching"basketball."In"so"doing,"she"became"BG’s"first"fullDtime,"female"coach"of"a"single"intercollegiate"sport"(BG%
News,"June"26,"1980)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."189).""" In"1979"and"1980,"the"BG"softball"team"won"second"place"in"the"OAISW"tournament"(Forward%Falcons,"p."189).""" “Haines’"optimism"was"wellDfounded"as"the"1982"Falcons"posted"a"28D19D1"showing,"the"best"in"the"history"of"the"program."Their"performance"earned"a"berth"in"the"NCAA"Regional"Tournament,"where"they"lost"in"the"finals"to"the"number"one"seed,"California"StateDFullerton."When"Haines"left"BG"the"following"year,"her"overall"winning"percentage"of".557"(57D45D3)"was"the"highest"achieved"by"any"coach"since"the"reDemergence"of"the"softball"program"in"1977."As"of"2010,"Haines’"record"remained"unequaled”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."190).""
Note:"Kathy"Bole"was"the"first"fullDtime,"female"coach"(softball"and"women’s"basketball)"hired"exclusively"by"the"Athletics"Department"(1979"Key,"p."161);"she"was"also"the"first"female"coach"hired"to"coach"a"single"team"(i.e.,"basketball)."Unlike"all"the"coaches"of"women’s"teams"before"her,"she"was"not"a"member"of"the"BGSU"faculty.""
!
""
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Swimming!and!Diving"
First!team—Media"Guide—1968"(club);"1974"(varsity);"Forward%Falcons—1948"(varsity)""
! Omitted!coaches:"Dorothy"Luedtke"(1948D1956);"Iris"Andrews"(1956D1960);"Dona"Rae"Whittaker"Vogel"(1960D1962);"Iris"Andrews"(1962D1966);"Jean"Bailey"Campbell"(1966D1977);"Tom"Stubbs"(1977D1981);"Ron"Zwierlein"(1981D1984)""
! Note:"On"pp."6"and"36,"and"incorrect"“first"team"date”"of"1968"appears.""
! Historical!highlights""
" "
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BG!News,!Feb.!23,!1949,!p.!5!"" “By"1951,"the"Splashers"[the%nickname%of%the%team]"had"a"national"intercollegiate"standing"of"fourth"place"and"had"attained"national"recognition"in"competition"against"Western"Ontario,"Purdue,"Ohio"State,"Michigan"State,"Ohio"Wesleyan,"and"Michigan"State"(Key,"1951)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."193).""" “During"the"1950s,"competition"in"“form"swimming”"was"often"included"in"the"women’s"swim"meets….In"1950,"the"Splashers"defeated"Western"[Ontario],"with"Falcons"Joan"Wickes"and"Sallie"Buck"winning"first"place"in"several"speed"events,"and"Joyce"McCreery"and"Marie"Kenney"coming"in"first"in"the"synchronized"duet"category"(Bee%Gee%News,"Dec."1,"1950)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."195).""" “In"1955,"the"Falcons"lost"to"Western,"even"though"[Sue]"Mignerey"won"two"speed"events,"Adella"Grove"took"a"first"in"diving,"Connie"Wood"prevailed"in"synchronized"solo,"and"Fran"Isch"and"Lynne"Fauley"won"the"synchronized"duet"category"(B5G%News,"Dec."9,"1955)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."195).""" In"the"1950s"and"1960s,"“The"Splashers"were"increasing"their"winning"percentage"against"universities"such"as"Michigan"State,"Ohio"State,"Miami,"Ohio"Wesleyan,"Denison,"and"Western"Ontario."Each"season"was"very"successful"with"no"more"than"one"loss"shadowing"the"teams"record"(Key,"1955)."They"also"could"boast"of"having"a"record"setting"swimmer"on"their"roster:"Patricia"Dow"held"the"intercollegiate"record"in"the"50Dyard"backstroke"with"a"time"of"35.1"seconds"against"Kent"State"in"the"1962"season"(Key,"1962,"p."198)”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."70)."
""
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"" “…the"swimming"and"diving"teams"of"the"1970s"took"an"amazing"array"of"honors"and"championships."After"a"second"consecutive"undefeated"season"in"1969D70…the"Falcons"went"on"to"additional"undefeated"seasons"in"1971,"1972,"1974,"and"1978"(1981D82"Media"Guide)….By"the"end"of"the"1973D1974"season,"the"Falcons"had"earned"25"straight"victories"and"only"one"loss"over"the"previous"five"years”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."198).""" “During"the"1970s,"the"Falcons"were"a"force"to"be"reckoned"with,"as"they"won"the"OAISW"championship"every"year"from"1974"through"1980"(1980D81"Media"Guide)."Falcon"swimmers"qualified"for"the"Association"of"Intercollegiate"Athletics"for"Women"(AIAW)"national"meet"every"year"from"1973"through"1981,"finishing"among"the"top"35"teams"in"the"nation"several"times."They"also"dominated"the"annual"Midwest"regional"meet"and"won"an"international"championship"at"the"1975"International"Invitational"held"at"the"University"of"Waterloo"in"Ontario,"Canada"(1976;"1980D81"Media"Guides)."To"top"it"off,"between"1974"and"1977,"ten"BGSU"swimmers"earned"the"designation"of"AIAW"AllDAmerican…(2009"Media"Guide;"BG%News,"April"2,"1975;"Newell,"2010)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."200."[Note—the%names%of%
the%All5Americans%and%their%events%are%in%the%2009%media%guide.])."""
Note!1:"The"records"from"this"point"through"1982"are"included"in"the"media"guide."""
Note!2:"I"don’t"know"when"they"dropped"diving;"they"reestablished"it"in"2014D15"(Media"Guide,"p."36)."
""
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Tennis"
First!year:"Media"Guide—1974;"Forward%Falcons—1951"(varsity)""
Omitted!coaches:"Betty"Menzi"(1951D1954);"Mary"Spooner"(1954D1955);"Agnes"Hooley"(1955D1959);"Penny"Boussoulas"(1959D1962);"Agnes"Hooley"(1962D1967);"Janet"Parks"(1967D1976)""
Historical!highlights"" In"1949…”Alice"Marble,"a"professional"tennis"star"and"friend"of"Gertrude"Eppler’s,"came"to"BGSU"and"present"a"talk"titled"‘The%Will%to%Win.’"Preceding"the"program,"the"tennis"club"held"a"reception"for"Marble”"(Bee%Gee%News,"May"18,"1949)."FortyDtwo"year"later,"the"world"learned"that"BG’s"guest"of"honor,"who"was"also"known"as"the"‘Queen%of%the%Tennis%World,’"had"been"a"spy"for"U."S."Army"Intelligence"during"World"War"II"(Marble,"1991)”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."226).""" “The"1951"club"selected"representatives"to"play"in"the"Ohio"College"Women’s"Singles"Tournament,"and"the"following"year,"BG"hosted"the"Ohio"State"Women’s"Singles"Tennis"Championship”"(Forward%Falcons,"pp."54,"229)."[1951"Key,"p."93;"BG%News,"April"29,"1952])""" “The"1954"tennis"club"held"tryDouts"twice"a"year,"sent"players"to"the"Ohio"State"Women’s"Intercollegiate"Tennis"Tournament,"visited"several"other"campuses"to"compete,"and"hosted"other"tennis"clubs"at"BG”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."229;"[1954"Key,"p."70]).""" “In"1958,"Bowling"Green"players"made"it"to"the"semifinals"in"singles"and"doubles"at"the"Ohio"Women’s"Intercollegiate"Meet"held"at"Oberlin"(Key,"1958)”"(Forward%Falcons,"pp."76,"229).""" “Throughout"the"1970s,"BGSU"boasted"an"outstanding"intercollegiate"tennis"program."Before"BGSU"began"giving"grantsDinDaid,"more"than"100"women"would"try"out"for"the"team"every"year."According"to"Coach"Janet"Parks,"the"team"was"frequently"‘three%deep%in%every%
position’%(May"4,"1988)”%(Forward%Falcons,"p."89"[Note:%This%was%a%quotation%in%Addie%
Hostetler’s%thesis;%I%should%have%cited%it%more%specifically%in%the%book.])""" “In"1964,"the"Falcons"placed"third"out"of"17"colleges"in"the"state"tournament"held"at"Kent"State….The"following"year,"BG"hosted"approximately"20"other"colleges"and"universities"at"the"AllDState"Tennis"Tournament"and"placed"second."University"President"Bill"Jerome"was"the"featured"speaker"at"the"closing"banquet"(B5G%News,"May"18,"1965)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."230).""" “The"best"season"in"the"team’s"history"occurred"in"1972,"when"BG"went"undefeated"(12D0)"in"the"regular"season"and"came"in"second"to"Ohio"State"in"the"tournament."The"most"satisfying"victory"of"that"year"was"the"Falcons’"defeat"of"Ohio"State"in"a"regular"season"match—on"the"OSU"home"courts!"Another"highlight"was"the"selection"of"#1"singles"player"Toni"Meiss"[Scherzer]"for"the"USLTA"national"tournament"at"Auburn"University,"where"she"won"her"firstDround"match”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."233).""" “A"highlight"of"the"1974"OAISW"tournament,"which"was"held"at"BG,"occurred"when"University"President"and"accomplished"tennis"player"Hollis"Moore"delivered"the"keynote"speech"at"the"banquet”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."233)."[see"p."45"for"a"transcript"of"his"speech]"
""
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Track!and!Field!
First!team:"Media"Guide—1974;"Forward%Falcons—1965"(varsity)""
! Omitted!coaches:"Bonnie"Motter"(1965D1968);"Sally"Parent"Sakola"(1968D1972);"Ellie"Robillard"(1972D1973);"Cathy"Buell"(1973D1974);"Cathie"Schweitzer"(1974D1975);"David"Williams"(1975D1978);"Pat"Brett"(1978D1984)—no"preD2011"women’s"coaches"are"mentioned"in"the"media"guide;"several"high"school"coaches"of"current"athletes"are"mentioned.""
! Historical!highlights!" “By"the"midD1960s,"the"track"and"field"teams"coached"by"Bonnie"Motter"were"competing"with"other"universities"such"as"Kent"State,"Findlay"College,"and"Ohio"University"as"well"as"participating"in"the"annual"Ohio"Relays…”"(BG%News,"Jan."12,"1968,"p."7)"(Forward%Falcons,"p."237)."[Additional"source—personal"knowledge:"In"1966D67,"Janet"Parks"was"the"assistant"track"and"field"coach"under"Bonnie"Motter]"""" In"1974D75,"“…under"the"leadership"of"new"coach"Cathie"Schweitzer,"the"Falcons"came"in"second"in"the"AllDOhio,"where"Linda"Helmink"(javelin)"and"the"880Dyard"medley"relay"team"of"Helmink,"Betsy"Uhlman,"Polly"Koch,"and"Jan"Samuelson"won"state"championships"(BG%
News,%May"13,"1975)."A"highlight"of"the"year"was"Jenny"Gill’s"8th"place"pentathlon"finish"in"the"1975"AIAW"national"meet"at"Oregon"State"University"(BG%News,"April"22,"1976;"BG%News,"May"13,"1976).”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."238)."[I"know"the"BG%News"dates"seem"odd."I"doubleDchecked"and"confirmed"their"accuracy.]""" David"Williams’"teams"“won"three"consecutive"AllDOhio"state"championships"and"MidDAmerican"Invitationals"(the"precursor"to"the"MAC"championship"that"would"begin"in"1981),"while"turning"in"numerous"recordDsetting"individual"and"team"performances”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."238).""" "" “Williams’"team"won"its"first"state"title"in"1976"at"the"Ohio"Twilight"Relays"at"Ohio"State"…Deb"Romsek"ran"away"with"individual"titles"in"the"400Dmeter"hurdles,"the"100Dmeter"hurdles,"and"the"440Dyard"dash,"and"joined"Stanene"Strouss,"Lynne"Heckman,"and"Samuelson"as"champions"in"the"mile"relay"(1977"Media"Guide)."After"a"Falcon"victory"at"the"MidDAmerican"Invitational,"Gill"(pentathlon),"Romsek"(400Dmeter"hurdles),"Strouss"(880Dyard"dash)"and"the"mile"relay"team"of"Samuelson,"Romsek,"Heckman,"and"Strouss"competed"in"the"1976"AIAW"Nationals"at"Kansas"State,"where"the"Falcons"ranked"30th"among"the"145"teams"represented."Romsek"and"Gill"finished"4th"and"7th,"respectively,"earning"AllDAmerican"status"in"their"events"(BG%News,"May"13,"1976;"BG%News,"May"18,"1976)"(Forward%Falcons,"pp."238,"241)."""" “By"the"1977"season,"the"story"of"the"Falcon"cinderwomen"had"become"one"about"championships,"both"team"and"individual."Once"again,"BG"won"the"team"championship"at"the"AllDOhio"and"at"the"MidDAmerican"Invitational."State"titles"went"to"Romsek"(40Dmeter"hurdles),"Pam"Koeth"(shot"put),"Lorna"Miller"(discus"and"javelin),"the"mile"relay"team"of"Becky"Dodson,"Gail"Billet,"Samuelson,"and"Heckman,"and"the"800Dmeter"team"of"Samuelson"and"Billet"(1978"Media"Guide)."Miller"and"the"2Dmile"relay"team"of"Dodson,"Romsek,"Billet,"and"Samuelson"qualified"for"the"AIAW"national"meet"at"UCLA"(BG%News,"May"19,"1977;"BG%
News,%May"25,"1978)."Along"the"way,"the"1977"team"set"10"new"school"records”"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."241)."
""
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"…At"the"1978"AIAW"indoor"meet"at"the"University"of"MissouriDColumbia….“Although"not"reported"at"the"time,"Koeth,"a"2Dtime"OAISW"shot"put"champion,"finished"in"7th"place,"thus"earning"AllDAmerican"status"(2009"Football"Media"Guide,"p."124;"Survey,"2009)"(Forward%
Falcons,"p."241)."""
Note!1:"Pages"241D245"in"Forward%Falcons"contain"numerous"names"and"events."I"believe"that"the"people"who"create"the"media"guides"are"better"prepared"than"I"to"select"entries"for"the"guides."So,"I"stopped"here—with"one"very"important"exception,"which"follows.""“The"1982"season"also"saw"the"Bowling%Green%Invitational"renamed"in"honor"of"Jane"Herrmann,"a"1978D1981"team"member"who"had"been"killed"in"a"carDtrain"accident"in"December"1981,"six"days"before"she"was"to"graduate."Herrmann,"who"was"deaf,"had"competed"in"the"discus"and"javelin"at"the"Deaf"Olympics"(BG%News,"May"7,"1982)."At"some"point"in"later"years,"however,"the"
Jane%Herrmann%Invitational"reverted"to"its"original"name,"the"Bowling%Green%Invitational."As"Ann"Bowers"was"conducting"research"for"this"book,"she"read"a"1982"BG%News"story"about"the"Jane%
Herrmann%Invitational"and"inquired"as"to"why"the"event"was"no"longer"named"for"Herrmann."When"Cami"Wells,"current"BGSU"women’s"and"men’s"track"and"field/cross"country"coach,"heard"about"this"situation,"she"immediately"established"the"Jane%Herrrmann%Invitational"as"an"annual"event"(BG%News,"February"11,"2009)”"(Forward%Falcons%p."245).""
Note!2:"I’m"wondering"what"happened"to"the"Jane%Herrmann%Invitational."Very"few"University"events,"building,"spaces,"etc."are"named"in"recognition"of"women,"and"it"was"sad"to"see"a"name"that"existed"in"the"past"eliminated."If"it"is"not"possible"to"name"a"meet"in"Jane’s"honor,"perhaps"there"is"some"other"way"in"which"the"Athletics"Department"could"recognize"her.""""""""
""
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Volleyball!
First!year:"Media"guide—1967"(club);"1976"(varsity);"Forward%Falcons—1965"(varsity)""
! Coaches!omitted:"Dorothy"Luedtke"(1965D1967);"Ina"Temple"(1967D1971);"Patricia"Peterson"(1971D1980);"Forward%Falcons"incorrectly"reports"Sandy"Haines’"years"as"1980D1982;"the"media"guide"is"correct—1980D1983""
! Historical!highlights!" “In"1965,"Dorothy"Luedtke"organized"and"coached"an"intercollegiate"volleyball"team"(Key,"1965)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."247).""" “Over"the"course"of"her"nineDyear"volleyball"coaching"career,"Peterson’s"teams"established"an"excellent"record"as"they"competed"against"schools"such"as"Michigan"State,"Miami,"Wright"State,"Ohio"University,"Ohio"State,"Cleveland"State,"Defiance,"Kent,"Ashland,"Dayton,"Cincinnati,"Wooster,"Cedarville,"Ohio"Northern,"Wittenberg,"Mount"St."Joseph,"and"Capital."The"Falcon"spikers"performed"consistently"well"in"invitationals"and"the"Ohio"Association"of"Intercollegiate"Sports"for"Women"(OAISW)"tournaments,"in"which"all"nine"teams"reached"either"the"quarterfinals"or"semifinals”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."248).""" “In"1977,"everything"jelled"for"the"Falcon"netters,"as"they"had"an"18Dwin"season,"the"first"of"two"such"seasons"in"a"row."Eleven"of"the"wins"were"consecutive,"constituting"the"longest"overall"winning"streak"in"recorded"BG"volleyball"history."The"streak"was"tied"by"Denise"Van"De"Walle’s"1991"squad"but"was"not"surpassed"until"2006,"when"Van"De"Walle"recorded"17"victories"in"a"row"(Media"Guide,"2009)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."251).""" “Another"high"point"of"the"1977"season"was"the"Falcons’"defeat"of"Michigan"State,"the"reigning"Big"Ten"champ."Although"BG"lost"the"first"game"by"a"score"of"5D15,"they"came"back"to"win"the"match“"(Forward%Falcons,"p."252).""" “Haines’"final"season"opened"with"about"500"enthusiastic"fans"loudly"encouraging"the"Falcons"in"a"home"game"against"Kent"State"(Key,"1983)."The"support"must"have"helped,"as"the"1982"Falcons"captured"second"pace"in"the"BG"Invitational"and"fourth"place"in"invitationals"at"Cleveland"State"and"Eastern"Michigan."BG"also"qualified"for"the"MAC"Championship,"where"Falcon"Renee"Manwaring"was"selected"for"the"allDconference"team"(2009"Media"Guide)”"(Forward%Falcons,"p."255)."""""""""""""""
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LETTER!TO!THE!EDITOR!
!
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! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Bowling!Green!Daily!Sentinel=Tribune,!Sept.!4,!1985,!p.!3!
!
!
Correction:!The!women’s!swim!team!started!in!1948.!
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